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ADSTRrACT 

We ha.ve sea,rched for axion and light Higgs l~oson production in t,hc cha.nnel 

Y(lS)--+{a” or It”} + y, where t,he non-int,eract,ing a.xion (1” and the Higgs hoson ir,” 

do not deca,y in t,he detector. We find no evidence for an a.xion and give an upper 

limit,, Br (Y(1S) -~o,~y) < 4.0 x lo-” (90% C.L.), for long-lived a.xions. ComlGning 

our limit with the previous axion sea.& in J/T/ J ( cc3 -5, we a.re a.ble trt rule out 1 r 1, 

the st,a.nda.rd light axion. Our T(1S) I( t,, ( 7 7 also rnlc out, a Higgs bnson with mass 

TIlQ < 86 &v. 
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It, has been more than a. decade since Pcccei and Quinn’ first, proposed their 

elegant, solution to the problem of P and Cl’ violation in t,he QCD La.grangian with 

t,he int,roduction of a weakly coupled U( l),,$ chiral s~mmctry. Shortly afterwards, 

Wilczek2 and Weinberg3 pointred out that, the breaking of U(l),Q leads to a light, 

neutral, pseudosca1a.r boson- the axion, Q’. Thev prc )p( scd a. number ()f possible 

decay cha.nnels in which t,o sca.rch for this new particle. One such channel is the 

decay of a. heavy vector meso t,o an axion plus phot,on, T,‘--,a,“y. We present, here 

a. new search b;ri the Crystal Ba.11 for such axion product,ion in Y(lS) doca.;lrs, a.nd 

for simi1a.r production of the Higgs boson. 

The search for a.xions and Higgs bosons in r and J/ll, deca.ys is a.tttractive for 

scvera.1 reasons. First, their couplings to quarks are proportional to t,ho ma,sses 

of the- qua.rks a.nd a.re t,herefore cnha.nced for these heavy vector mesons. Second, 

the theoretical predictions a.re more relia.ble4 for their production in heavy meson 

decays than in K or x deca.Ys. Third, I$lt axions and Higgs hosons are very long- 

lived, giving a. rather striking signa.ture: I,‘~(r’y or T’--?h” y, in which the n,O or ho 

escapes detection, leaving a, single, high-energy phot,on in the final st,a te. 

The ma.ss of the axion is given by 3’5 m,, rz 25N(e + i) keV, which has a. mini- 

mum of 150 keV a.t z = 1 for N = 3 genera.t,ions; 3: is the ratio of t,hc va.cuum cxpcc- 

t,ation values of the two Higgs fields. For 0.074 < 1: < 13.5, m., is less than 2m., and 
I,5 

t.he 0~11~7 ava,ila.ble deca,y is u” --$ yy, which proceeds rat.hor slowl;y: T~-,~-, 2 6.7 x 

10-s ( R1eV/m,)5 s. Such a light axion escapes undctect~cd from a. rela tivcly small 

detector like the Crystal Ba.11. For in, > Znb,, the axion can also decay to e+e-, 

with a pa,rtial lifetime2 7a-ree 2 3.8 x lo-” 2’ (R’lt~V/m,) /Jl - (27r1,/m.,)~ s, a.s- 

suming that the a.xion couples to lepton doublet,s as it, does to qua.rk doublets. It 

is also possible3 tha.t t.he coupling is reversed, in which case 2’ is replaced b;v l/z2 

in the expression for T,,,,. In either case, t,here is a. range of m7., > 2772, for which 

the lifetime remains long enough so that t$he a.xion escapes undetected. 

A simi1a.r situa.tion holds for a. light sca1a.r Higgs boson in the minimal model 

with one Higgs doublet.6 For a. mass rnh < 2m, the lifctime7 is again wry long, 



rh -+YY = (?(lom4 s) (Mev/mh)‘. If mh, > 2m., t,he decay into e+c- dominates with 

Th+e+R- = 3.8 x lo-n(Mev/nah)x (1 - (2n1,,/171,h,)2}-‘.5 s. For exa.mple, a Higgs 

boson wit,h ma.ss m,h = 91.5 R,IeIr produced in Y( IS) clccays would have a mea.n 

deca.y length of ,0yc.r = 0.66 m, equal t,o the distance from t,he intcract,ion IAnt, t,o 

the outer ra.dius of the Crystal Ba.11 det,ector. 

The predicted widt,hs for axion production in li+uny are given by2 

ryY+t”y) = r(Yq+/“-). ____ (1) 

where I’( V-s ~+IA-) a.re the lept,onic decay widt,hs in lon:cstP order QED. The fact,ors 

CT a.nd cT~,~ contnin QCD radia t.ivc and rcla tivistic corrc:ct,ions. The radiative cor- 

rcctions8 t,o first order in Ly, a.re la.rge, - 0.5, and they may have large uncert,a.inties 

due t,o higher order terms. Rcla.t,ivist,ic correc t,i<kns9 may be of a. simi1a.r size, but 

cannot, be reliably separa,ted from the radia,tive corrwtions. 
Ill In t,he following we 

use CT = CJjd, = 0.5 a.s an estimate, hilt, a.lso give our wsults a.s a funct,ion of C. 

We calcula.te the predicted branching ra t,ios t,o n” y from eqs. (1) and (2) and 

the mewured bra.nching ratios to lepton pa.irs: 
11,12 

Br (Y(lS)~n~y) = (19.0f1.8) x IO-” . C+” 

> 16.7 x lo-‘. Cr/z2 
(3) 

(90% C.L.), 

Br (J/$++aOy) = (5.34~1.5) x lo-” . C,I,,,j . x2 

> 3.4 x lo-” . C,,,G . z2 (90% C.L.), 
(4) 

where the errors arise from t,he uncerta.inties in the quark ma,sses,IR 

mc = 1.540.2 GeV and q = 4.7310.2 GeV, a.nd the measured leptonic bra.nching 

fra.ctions. 



The predictions for the corresponding decays of Y(lS) a.nd J/4’, into a light 
II Higgs boson plus a. photon are given by set,ting I: = 1 in the a.bove tqua,tions . 

The QCD radiative corrections are of a,bout, the same size I5 
as for the axion. We 

consider first, the decay to the axion and return to the Higgs boson at, t,he end of 

the paper. 

Severa. groups 
16-20 have previously searched for T/‘--w0 y. The only 

upper limit from ,I/$ deca.ys is from the Crystal Ball a.t SPEAR,,‘F 

Br(J/++o,‘y) < 1.4 x lo-” (all limits quoted are a,t, the 9070 C.L.). The 

CUSB group has published t,he best, limit in the ltpsilon family using Y (3s) 

deca.ys, ‘8 Br(Y(3S)+n”y) < 12 x 10w5! where the corresponding prediction is 

(11.8f3.1) x lo-“. Cr/z2, or > 7.8 x lo-“. Cr/z2. For C = 0.5, the J/y’/ sea.rch 

requires 3: < 0.9, while the Y( 3s) sea.rch requires 3: > 0.6, lea.ving room for a. 

standa.rd Peccei-Quinn a.xion near I: = 0.7. 

We ha.ve a.nalyzed dat,a. taken on the Y(lS) resonance with the Crystal Ball 

detector at) DORIS II. The da.ta. sample consist,s of 44 ph-’ corresponding to 

(460f20) x 10” produced Y(lS) mesons. The Crysta.1 Ball” is a.n ideal detector 

to search for the single-photon final state produccd in Y+a” y. It, consis t,s 

of a spherica. arra.y of 672 Na.I(Tl) crystals which cover 93% of t,he solid 

angle, and are housed in two sea.led hemispherical containers. In addition, 

endcap arra.ys of Na.I(Tl) crystals extend the solid angle coverage to 98%. 

The measured energy resolution for clectromagncticallv showering particles is 

CT,/,!? = (2.7&0.2)%/(E/GeV)‘/“, while t,ho angular resolution for photons of 

rnergjr grea.ter tha.n 2 GeV is a.bout, 2”. A tracking chamber of four cvlindrica.1 

double la.yers of proportional tubes separa.tes cha,rged and neutral particles. 

We look for ca.ndidate events ha.ving a. single high-energy phot,on in the 

det,ect,or, and nothing else. Selected events must, have been triggered 1)~ t,he 

“total energy” trigger. It, is fully efficient above 2 GeV of deposited energy in 

t.he “main Ball”, tha.t is, the spherical arra.y of crystals, excluding those crystals 

which border the openings for the beam pipe. There must, be exact,ly one 



neutra.1 energy deposition in t,he event, wit,11 2 GeV 5 E, 5 ER~~,~,( 1 + 3n,) a.nd 

no cha,rged tracks. The upper energy limit, rc!.jects interacting cosmic ra.,vs that 

may deposit, considerably more t,hnn the bcn.111 energy in the ma.in Ball. There 

may be no other energy depositions in the event having more than 100 RIcV. The 

high-energy photon must, satisfy fiducial requiremrnt,s which reduce background 

from e+e---+yy, in which one of the photons is lost, through t,he gap lwt,ween t,hc 

upper and lower hemispheres of the Ba.11. Finally, the pa.tt,ern of la t,ernl energy 

deposition of the photon canditla.te must, be consistent with that expected for an 

electromagnetic showering par title. The efficiency to call the photon candidate 

neutral was determined from an analysis of e+c---+c’c- and P+C--+yy data, 

while the efficiency of the ot’her cuts was det~ermined from a. detailed h,Ionte 

Ca,rlo simulation of the detector a,nd its response to single photons. The overa. 

det,ect,ion efficiency for single photons wit,11 E, > 2.0 Gel’ uas det~errnincd to be 

0.34 for the (1 + cos’ 6) a.ngular dist,ribution of the axion, a,nd 0.39 for the 

isotropic distribution of the Higgs hoson. The largest, factor in the efficiency 

is the effect, of the fiducial cuts, 0.55 for the former, and 0.63 for the la.t,ter 

angu1a.r distribution. The rela.tive error on the efficiency of 2% arises most,ly from 

varia.tions in the cha.mber performance and from uncertainties in t,hr neutrals 

efficiency a.nd the geometric cuts. 

The a.bove criteria. select a. t,otal of 37 single-photon events with E+ 2 2.0 GeV, 

whose energy distribution is shown in Fig. la. There is a.n evident, peaking of 

events with E, nea.r the bea.m energy, which is t,he signa.ture expected for a. light, 

axion. In order to estima.te t,he background, we have also applied t.he above 

n.nalysis to 93 pb-’ of da,ta taken on the ‘Y(4S) resonance, which decays z 100% , 

to BB pa.irs.22 The results a.re shown in Fig. lb, where the number of Y(4S) 

events has been sca.led by the ra tie of luminosit,irs for the two da t,a sets a.nd 

where the photon energy of the Y(4S) da La. 1 ias lmm scaled by t,hc ratio of 

bearn energies to the ‘Y’(lS) energy. The T(4S) data exhibit the same pea.king 

of events nea.r the beam energy as is seen in the Y( IS) Ma., from which we 

conclude that these events are due t.o assort,td background processes including 

6 



Ilearn-ga,s intera.ctions a.nd the QED interaction r’c-+yy, where one of the 

photons esca.pes detection by pa.ssing through t,he small gap between crystals. We 

will trsc the Y(4S) d&a. as an est,imat,e of the non-axion background. 

We determine the upper limit, on the number of Y (1s) -+ U” y events with 

photons of bea.m energy from the difference between t,he Y( IS) and Y (4s) 

data. We first fit, each spect,rum with a. linear funct~ion a.nd a. Gaussian pea.k. 

This results in 13.3f4.3 and 19.6f3.3 events for the Y(lS) a.nd Y(4S) spect,ra, 

respectively, where t,he la t,t,er number is scaled to the Y (1s) luminosit,y. Widt,hs 

and means of the Ga.ussians a.re consistent) with rescJution and beam energy. 

Thus we fix t,he Gaussian rnean a.nd width and t,ht linear function t,o the values 

obtained in the fits, and calculate the likelihc~od as a. function of t,he pea.1~ 

amplit,ude. The likelihood as a function of the difference in t,he number of 

events in the peaks of the Y(lS) and Y(4S) . p, .t s ec ra is then ca.lcula.t,ed from the 

convolut,ion of the corresponding likelihood functions. Integra.ting this function 

from 0 to 90% of it.s area. yields 6.2 events. Note tha.t, we would obt,a.in 5.6 events 

a.t, 90% C.L. when a,llowing the linear funct,ion to vary in the determination of 

t,he likelihood. We then convolute this likelihood function with t,ha t’ for t,he 

efficiency and the number of produced Y(lS) mesons and obt,a.in an upper limit 

of Br (Y(lS)-+a’y) < 4.0 x lo-’ a.t the 90% confitlcnrc level. 

To set limits on hea.vier particles we rep& the above fits for photon energies 

down to 2 GeV in steps of 2% of the photon energy, a st.ep size comparable to 

our resolution. We find t,ha.t the lipper limit on the radiative branching rn tio 

is a.lwa.ys < 5.6 x 10m5 at, 90% C.L. The largest value is obtained for a photon 

energy of 4.34 GeV, corresponding to a recoil mass of 2.7 GeV. 

Together with Eq. (3), our upper limit, on axion production requires 3: > 1.44 

for C-r = 0.5, thus closing the window near 3: = 0.7. The product of eqs. (3) 

and (4) is independent 20 of 2. Comparing it to the product, of our lirnit on 

Br (Y (lS)--+a” y) a.nd the previous limit, on RR. (I/I/ 14n’y) we rule out, a. standa.rd 

a.xion with ma < 2na, a.s long as CrC,,/$ > 0.09. 

7 



For mR > 2rn, we need to consider the possibilit,y of the axion deca.y to e+e-. 

We compare our upper limit to t,he predict,etl effect.ive branching rn t,io, which 

includes t.he prnba.bility for t,he a.xion not to decay within the dct,ect,or volume: 

Br(Y(lS)---+a’y) x exp(-rcn/Pycr), where T,, = 0.66 III is the outer radius of the 

Crystal Ball calorimeter. 

Fig. 2a shows the excluded regions of 3: vtrslrs the correction fact,or 

C, making the usual assumpt,ion t,hat, ~~~ is proportional to x2. For 

cY = cJ/J, = 0.5 our results from t,lie Y(lS) a.ntl J/7/) da t,a. t,ogetjhcr rule out 

t,he region 0.02 < ?: < 260. These limits are nearljr independent, of the C’s 

because of the strong influence of t,hc z-dependents T and y fa.ctors appearing 

in the exponent in the effectfive branching ra t,io. For small z, searches for 

a.xions. decaying inside the de t.ec t,or ” become relevant,. The best, limit is 

from AR.GUS: Br( Y (IS) ---+aOy) Br(a”--+e+e-) < 3.1 x lo-” for short-lived axions 

with m, < 1.5 GeV. For C = 0.5 and the AR.GUS radius of 1.2 m, t.his 

rules olrt 5 x 10e5 < 3: < 0.07. Thus for this axion et,- coupling and for 

cT = c,J/$ = 0.5, the region 5 x lo-” < 3: < 260 is r.xplicitly excluded. Outside 

this region the predict,ed Br( Y (lS)-+u” y) bccomcs2’t larger tha.n 0.99997 and 0.53 

for the lower a.nd upper 1: limi t,s respect,ively. While we know of no explicit limit, 

on these, such a. domirmnt deca.y ra.t,e, especially that, of the Y( IS), is unlikely to 

have gone unnoticed. 

If, instead, rce is proportional to 1/x2, our Y (IS) and J/I/J da,ta together 

rule out 0.003 < 2 < 44 for C = 0.5 (Fig. 21~). The AR.GUS limitm2” 

quoted above is also valid for a’+yy if rn, < 100 hieV, extending the 

excluded region to 0.00075 < 2: < 44. The lower bound on 3: wo111d lead 

t,o Br(Y(lS) -+uOy+yyy) > 0.993, which again seems unlikely to have gone 

unnot,iced. In the region 3: > 44 t,he axion deca.ys dominantly to c+c- and 

Br(J/++a.“y) > 0.03, so a. new search of J/~!J 1, t c fl ,a should ea,sily be sensitive to 

this less-standa.rd a.xion. 

Previous searches have also ruled out, the standard axion “. For cxarnple, Ii’ 
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deca,ys rule out, a long-lived axion, while r decays and nuc1ea.r t,ransit,ions ha.ve 

been used to sea.rch for short-lived a.xions. The prc:st:nt, results on hea.vy meson 

decays ha.ve the adva.ntage thn t t,he t,heoret,icnl predict,ions a.re more reliable*. 

Light Higgs bosons produced in rn,dia.tive Y (IS) or .I/$ dcca.ys will give the 

same signature of a. single high-energy photon in the final state, if they do not 

deca.y in the detector volume. The present, analysis yir:lds a. 90% C.L. upper limit, 

-on t,he Y(lS)-h”+y bra.nching ratio of 3.5 x 10-“, which is smaller than t,he upper 

limit, on a.xion product,ion due to the higher efficiency t,o detect isotropically 

produced photons. This limit, clea.rly rules out, a. non-tlccaying light Higgs boson 

for which the predicted bra.nching rat,io wibh C r = 0.5 is greater than 8.4 x lo-“. 

For mh, > 2m, WC include the probability for the e-c + decay t,o occur outside 

the tlet,ector, and obtain a. 90% C.L. lower limit, on t,hc Higgs boson rna,ss of 

In,h > 86 Mev for CT = 0.5. If CT wo111d turn out t,o be as low a.s 0.25, t,hen our 

lower limit on the mass of the Higgs mass would be reduced to 39 McV. 

A Higgs boson with mass below 6 MeV has been ruled out by experiments 

investiga.ting rnuonic a torris, nuclear dccn.ys a.nd neutron sea ttering off nllclei; for 

a recent review see Ca.hn, Ref. 7. La.rger Higgs masses ran be tested in K decays, 

but, the interpreta.tion of the cxperimcntal results is sul).ject to la.rger thec~reticn.1 

uncert,a,inties. Nevertheless, K decay da,ta a,ppca.r to rule out7 a, Higgs boson with 

mass below 360 MeV. Recently, st,udies of 2’ decays to Higgs bosons a.nd lepton 

pairs ha.ve excluded” Higgs bosons with masses bct,wcvn 0 GcV and 24 GcV. 

In conclusion, we ha.ve scnrrhed for decays Y(lS) 4~” 7 n.nd have found 

no significa.nt signal a.bove background. We give a. new upper limit, 

Br (Y(lS)--+a’r) < 4.0 x lo-” (90% C.L.) f or axioris not, dcca.ying in t,he det,ect,or. 

Ta.ken together with other result,s obt,ainctl from Y(lS) a.nd J/41, da.t,a, this rules 

out the standa.rd a.xion model with first-order QCD corrcct,ions throughout the 

range 5 x 10e5 < 3: < 260. For a. Icss-st,andnrd collpling ~(a--+e+c-) o( l/z’, 

the excluded ra.nge is 0.0075 < 1: < 44. Our lirnit also rules out a. light, Higgs 

bosons with ma,ss rn,~ < 86 MeV (90% C.L.). Furt,hermore no signal is observed 

, 
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for photons recoiling against heavier pa.rticles and wc find a.n upper limit, for 

such deca.ys of Br (Y(lS)-+Xy) < 5.6 x 10-’ (90% C.L.), which is valid for any 

two-body Y (1s) decay into y plus a non-irit,cra.ct,irlg long-lived part,ic-lo with 

My- < 7.2 GeV. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 Dist,ribution of photon energy, E,, for (a) Y(1S) data, and (b) Y(4S) 

dat,a. The nurnlxr of entries in (b) has been scaled 1)~ t,hc ratio of luminosit,ies of 

the two data sets, while the photon energy in (b) 1 c .< 1 r-15 mm scaled by the ra tie of 

beam energies. Arrows indica.t,e the beam energy. 

Fig. 2 The hatched area indicates the oxclutled rcgious of the para.mct,tr a: as a. 

funct,ion of the QCD correction fa.ct,or, C, at, the 90% C.L. for (a.) r,, cx x2 a.nd 

(b) rer: a l/x2. Note that the lowest, order calcula.t,ion corresponds to C = 1. 

We include limits for Y(lS)-+y + nothing from t,his paper, for J/q&-+7 -t mihing 

from Crystal Ball at SPEAR. (Ref. 15)) and for Y(lS)-+ye+e- or yyy from 

AR.GvS (R.ef. 19). 
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